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Abstract
Southern Shan State is home to first-generation overseas Chinese, the third
generations and even the fourth generations. Thus the differences in their
ancestry and generation will surely affect the local Chinese schools’formation and
development. There is a strong connection between Chinese community and
Chinese education. Along with the development of Chinese education, what kind
of connection that existed between Chinese local community and Chinese
education? What kind of impacts and roles that Chinese community have on
Chinese education and in what kind of form do the Chinese community present
itself? These questions are worth to ponder upon. This research will be
investigating current situation of Chinese education and the problems that existed
from three perspectives: Chinese community, Chinese schools and Chinese
language learners, it also hope for to assist people to understand the
development of local Chinese Education and the problem that existed. That aside,
by researching current situation of local Chinese Education, it will have a great
reference value for the future Chinese Education development in Southern Shan
State.
This thesis is divided into six chapters and aims to analyze the problem that
existed and current situation of local Chinese education. The first chapter is the
introduction, chapter six is the conclusion, the second chapter is the summary of
local Chinese eduacation.The third, fourth and fifth chapter, with Chinese
Education in Taunggyi district of Southern Shan State as the main research
object, analyzing local Chinese education and problems that existed from three
perspectives: Chinese community, Chinese schools and Chinese language
learners, in which the third chapter is the analysis of local Chinese education













problems, and the fifth chapter is suggestions to resolve the problems that existed
in local Chinese education and improvements that could be implemented.
According to the investigation, the Chinese schools in Taunggyi district of
Southern Shan State is very divided and fragmented, there is not much
cooperation and exchanges between Chinese schools. As for the school
management and development, the schools possessed distinctive regional traits
of their own Chinese community. That aside, the teaching material used are in a
great disarray and local teachers cultivation are more or less stagnant. While the
phenomena that occur among the learners is that they overlook the mainstream
education and only pay attention to Chinese educationThere are also a
phenomena in which the descendant of Chinese immigrants are confused over
their self-identity and their view on China nationality. That apart, their tendency to
form closed society, their strong sense or their own superiority and luxurious
lifestyle hinder the development of Chinese education.
I believe that to promote and develop Chinese education, first and foremost, a
suitable environment for Chinese education to exist and develop should be
created. And to create this kind of environment is the main task of the local
Chinese community, Chinese schools, and Chinese language learners.In short,
whether it proceed to develop or not it depends on these three parties. Only after
the reformation and improvement to resolve the problem inside Chinese
community, Chinese schools and Chinese learners, there would be the growth of
local Chinese education and will it be continue to develop.
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